BOSS BROADCAST Manager™
new Event Scheduler feature
improves monetization of existing infrastructures
At Dimetis, we are known for improving network operations, especially for the
broadcast market. From acquisition to playout, Dimetis has solutions to optimize and
manage your networks as well as automating services utilizing the network.
Every other month in our newsletter we plan to feature a product or functionality from
Dimetis that we think will be interesting for you to hear about. Did you know that with
the Dimetis BOSS BROADCAST ManagerTM, we have the “Event Scheduler” which
is a very powerful feature to improve usability of existing resources and add
additional services that perhaps you thought was impossible? This saves the huge
expense of having to upgrade network infrastructure by utilizing more efficiently what
you already have.
In a recent implementation that utilized Event
Scheduler, a customer took their playout across
different regions, was able to optimize and add
more encoding streams for different programs
being played out across multiple channels. With a
finite number of encoders, it was possible to
accurately schedule all the resources for the right
channel at the right time. Which is actually harder
than it sounds. It ultimately requires precise
program signalling between devices and have them synchronized with the right
content available from the headend. But with the BOSS BROADCAST ManagerTM
and Event Scheduler, it has proven integration and now allows them to do more with
the same.
In addition, BOSS BROADCAST ManagerTM also reduces
operational overhead. By implementing automated workflows,
it allows more services with the same, or even reduced staff. It
has a layer of over-the-top management that can give real
time monitoring ensuring status health can be viewed and any
likely issues can be flagged early before they become
catastrophic. The same management portal can be used to
automate tasks and ensure SLA’s with KPI’s/KQI’s are being adhered to.
Dimetis has solutions for a range of networking issues. If you are reaching maximum
capacity on your network or looking at future media workflows such as UHD that
requires additional capacity but without the need for upgrading or adding more
resources, then please contact us for an initial discussion. We would be delighted to
talk with you on what Dimetis can do for your business.
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North American Tier 1 telco adds BOSS OPERATIONS
ManagerTM for scheduling its video contribution circuits.
Streamlining their operations by workflow automation is the key to
doubling their business in 2020!
Dimetis BOSS BROADCAST ManagerTM was successfully
deployed in a hybrid headend for linear TV services. The
combined virtualized and physical compression center is now fully
managed and monitored via one pane of glass.
New customer in Great Britain successfully uses BOSS
BROADCAST Manager™ together with Harmonic devices and
management system for the use case described in this newsletter
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